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Abstract

The following text aims to state how the autonomy of the nursing team or a nurse leader is important for a health system that, until now, is in the process of being dismantled.
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Introduction

The nurse’s autonomy vis-à-vis the nursing team within the scope of practice is defined based on educational qualifications and specific experiences, professional and organizational expectations, determining the degree to which autonomous practice occurs.

Therefore, strategies to increase autonomy are based on defining clear expectations for autonomous decision-making and support to increase nurses’ knowledge and experience. The nurse leader increases his autonomy when communicating and organizing his work, guaranteeing freedom of decisions.

In this context, another important action that we believe is always present is clinical judgment encouraging your team about patient treatment that are based on the science and art of practicing the profession, where nursing actions involve independence that can identify acceptable responses to situations that arise appear routinely.¹

Autonomy Over Patient Care Operations and The Direction of Their Unit

Authors such as MEYER² state that regarding care as a whole, and in this context, it is the way to demonstrate know-how, as it requires knowledge that qualifies the work of these professionals.

Nurses normally work as employees within various life situations and within the healthcare system itself. We think that nursing must have a formal structure for participation in both organizational and system decisions. It is necessary to include nurses in fundamental organizational committees that establish patient care policies and procedures.

It is known from reports from professional colleagues that the experience and competence of clinical nurses when participating in decision-making in organizational processes are quite limited.

In this context, invitations from professionals when providing information for decisions exist, as it is the nurse who spends between 12 and 24 hours with the patient, but in fact the final choice or decision regarding procedures and actions, the nurse he is not involved, which limits his autonomy in political participation within his area of work.

Reflecting on the dynamics, it is essential to understand the production process. Suddenly that professional doesn't produce much, but his production is of quality, he is attentive and responsible. Be careful with his approach, and especially not confuse authority with authoritarianism.³

Conclusion

Have the ability to encompass and deal with multiple aspects of knowledge when carrying out tasks independently based on their experiences and discernment.
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